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Abstract. This paper presents a method for engineering drawings retrieval by 
their shape appearances. In this method, an engineering drawing is represented 
by an attributed graph, where each node corresponds to a meaningful primitive 
extracted from the original drawing image. This representation, which charac-
terizes the primitives as well as their spatial relationships by graph nodes attrib-
utes and edges attributes respectively, provides a global vision of the drawings. 
Thus, the retrieval problem can be formulated as one of attributed graph match-
ing, which is realized by mean field theory in this paper. The effectiveness of 
this method is verified by experiments. 
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1  Introduction 

On-line maintenance of large volume of documents, such as engineering drawings, 
has become a major research area recently due to the ever increasing rate at which 
these documents are generated in many application fields [1, 2]. It is very common a 
thing for designers and draft people to refer to previous drawing documents to get 
some inspiration or solutions already achieved. However, retrieving these documents 
generally is a slow and tedious work, which requires an exhaustive examination of the 
whole engineering drawing database. To facilitate such retrieval, textual content such 
as keywords has been widely used. While this information is helpful in retrieval, it is, 
however, a heavy work to generate such descriptions manually, besides this, several 
keywords only are always incapable of describing the true content in a drawing. 

Technical drawings retrieval, or any other type of matching problem, can be seen 
as a correspondence calculation process. Whether a database drawing is retrieved or 
not is thus determined by the correspondence value between the query drawing and 
this database drawing. For this purpose, the technical drawings are first represented 
by attributed graphs, where graph nodes correspond to meaningful primitives ex-
tracted from the original drawing image, such as lines and curves, while the spatial 
relationships between these primitives are described by graph edges. Next, the graph 
nodes in query drawing are regarded as a set of labels to label those nodes in a data-
base drawing so as to determine the correspondence between them. With this manner, 
both the database drawings which are similar to the query one and those which in-
clude a similar part with the query one can be obtained. 

To generate attributed graphs from engineering drawing images, the original raster 
images should be firstly converted to vector form, say, vectorization. As a preliminary 
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step of document analysis and processing, many vectorization techniques have been 
developed in various domains [3-5]. In this paper, it is assumed that the affiliated 
information such as annotation text has been removed, and all the curves in the draw-
ing images have been converted into one-pixel-width by some thinning algorithm. 
Firstly, the drawing image is decomposed into rough primitives based on the intersec-
tion points. Then, a merge-split process is used to make them more meaningful. 

The primitives obtained by above process are treated as nodes to build attributed 
graph. Different from Beniot’s N-Nearest neighbor method [6], the Delaunay tessella-
tion strategy is used to generate the structural description of engineering drawings. 
With this manner, the spatial relationships between these primitives are represented 
more naturally and meaningfully.  

By above process, the content and the structure of engineering drawings are repre-
sented by means of attributed graphs. This enables us to interpret the retrieval prob-
lem as one of matching two attributed graphs. In recent years, some methods have 
been proposed to solve graph matching problem [7-11]. Based on the compromise 
between speed and performance, mean field theory is adopted in this paper to solve 
graph matching problem. 

The remaining of this paper is arranged as follows: In section 2, we describe the 
engineering drawing decomposition process to divide the drawing image into mean-
ingful primitives. How to construct graphs from these primitives, as well as attributes 
definition, is introduced in section 3. In section 4, graph matching algorithm is out-
lined. At last, the experiments as well as some discussion are given in section 5. 

2  Primitives Extraction 

Engineering drawings are mainly consisted of basic primitives, which are assembled 
together by specific spatial distribution and structural relationship into cognitively 
meaningful objects. This hints us that a structural description can be employed to well 
represent the content of an engineering drawing. In this paper, a drawing image is 
firstly decomposed into rough primitives, which are then refined by a merge-split 
process into meaningful form. 

2.1  Engineering Drawing Image Decomposition 

As mentioned in the introduction, it is assumed that some pre-processing has been 
applied to original drawing images to remove the affiliated information such as anno-
tation text, make them binary and composed of one-pixel-width curves only. For this 
kind of image, a simple method is designed to decompose it into rough primitives: 

Rough primitives extraction is implemented by following strategy: 

1) Calculate the number of 8-connected neighbors for each pixel. 
2) Link these pixels together, which are 8-connected and have no more than two 

neighbor pixels, to form a rough primitive. 

By this process, a curve maybe divided into several fractions, which should be 
merged by some measures to form a meaningful one. Following, a merge-split proc-
ess will be used to re-arrange these rough primitives into meaning form. 
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2.2  Merge 

The objective of merge is to recover original drawing elements, such as curves, 
straight lines, from the obtained rough primitives. As shown in figure 1 where three 
curves intersect together, 6 rough primitives are obtained from above decomposition 
process, it is hoped that the original three curves (lines) can be recovered by this 
merging process. 
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x

y
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6c

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of merging operation 

It is a natural thing to adopt tangent direction and spatial distance as the basis of 
merging operation. If two rough primitives are collinear and close to each other at 
their end points, there exists possibility for these two primitives to be merged to-
gether. Besides this, to get a reasonable result, all the rough primitives near the inter-
section must be considered simultaneously when determining the merge operation.  

Based on above idea, following algorithm is designed to determine merging opera-
tions. 

 
�� Criterion 
For any pair of rough primitives, following criteria must be satisfied if they are to be 
merged: 

1) Merge operation can only be performed at the end points rough primitives. 
2) Exclusivity. Merging is allowed at most once at an end point of a rough primi-

tive. 
3) Collinearity and space gap. Only the tangent direction and the spatial difference 

between two rough primitives’ end points is small than a threshold, can they be 
merged at these two end points. 

Above criteria rule out most of rough primitives when considering possible merg-
ing for one rough primitive. However, several candidates are still survived, from 
which the most reasonable should be determined. For example, in figure 1, segments 

4c  to 6c  are ruled out from 1c ’s candidates due to collinearity criterion, in other 

words, they can’t be merged with 1c , however, both 2c  and 3c  are still possible to be 

merged with 1c . In order for the exclusivity criterion to be satisfied, the most reason-

able rough primitive, 2c  in this example, should be selected from the candidates. 
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The merging operation orderly traverses all rough primitives and processes each of 
the two end points of every rough primitive respectively. Assume ic  the rough primi-
tive being processed, the steps of merging operation are as follows: 

(1) Select an end point of ic  and denote it as a. 

(2) Exclusivity checking. Check whether ic  has been merged at the end point a, if 
so go to step (7), otherwise go on the next step. 

(3) Obtain the merging candidates set of ic  with space gap and collinearity rules. 
Check other rough primitives outputted from the image decomposition part, 
record the rough primitives and their corresponding end points that meet the 
following these rules. 

Denote Mmcm
i ,,1, �=  as the candidate set, Mmd m

i ,,1, �=  the tangent direc-
tion difference between the corresponding end points of these rough primitives and 
end point a of ic .  

(4) Calculate the minimum value of m
id , },,1,min{ˆ Mmdd m

ii �== . 

(5) Set the tolerance value and further narrow the range of candidate set: 

  
{ }toleranceddcc i

m
i

m
i

m
i +<= ˆˆ , m

iĉ  represents the new candidate set. 

(6) If the size of m
iĉ  equals to 1, say, there is only one element in set m

iĉ , denoted 

as jĉ . Regard jĉ  as the current rough primitive and calculate jĉ ’s candidate 

set at its corresponding end point (recorded in step (3)) with steps (3) to (5). If 
the candidate set of jĉ  only contains rough primitive ic  and the correspond-

ing end point of ic  is a, merge them together at jĉ ’s corresponding end point 

and end point a of ic .  

(7) Denote the other end point of ic  as b, repeat above steps (2)-(6) similar to end 

point a. 
(8) Check whether all rough primitives have been traversed, if not, select the next 

rough primitive as current one and go to step (1); otherwise go to step (9). 
(9) Check whether any merge operation occurred during this traverse, if not, fin-

ish the program, otherwise repeat steps (1)-(8) to perform next traverse. 

Unlike continuous curve, it is nearly impossible to get the true tangent direction 
value of discrete curve. Therefore, some errors will be resulted if only a simple mini-
mum direction difference strategy is adopted. To cope with such cases, a tolerance 
value is introduced in above method to prevent the loss of true rough primitive from 
candidate set. 

2.3  Split 

In the rough primitives obtained from above process, there may exist sharp bends. 
Here, a split process is adopted to divide a primitive with sharp bends into several 
smooth ones. 
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Based on the curvature values, the significant bending points in each primitive can 
be found, which are then used to split this primitive into several smooth ones. 

1) Bending points detection. Let the primitive pixel and its curvature be tc  and 

tk , tc  is deemed as bending points if following conditions are satisfied: (a). tk  

is local maximum(minimum) in a tk  centered window of width w . (b). 

maxt kk *α> , where maxk is the maximum curvature value. (c). β>tk , where 

β  is a predefined positive threshold. 

2) Remove a bending point if it is not obvious. Let 1p  and 2p  be two consecutive 

bending points, avgccc ,, 21  the curvatures corresponding to 1p , 2p  and the av-

erage curvature between these two points respectively. If:  

 
2/)(* 21 cccavg +> δ , where δ  is a predefined threshold  

 Replace 1p  and 2p  with their average value as the new bending point. 

3  Attributed Graph Construction 

By primitive extraction process, an engineering drawing has been decomposed into 
basic primitives, such as curves, straight lines, etc. To get a structural representation 
of the content of a engineering drawing, these primitives as well as their relationships 
must be well described. In this paper, the attributed graph is adopted to realize this 
purpose, where a graph node represents a primitive while the graph edges indicate the 
relationship between these primitives.  

3.1  Graph Construction 

Delaunay tessellation strategy is a natural way for graph construction from engineer-
ing drawing. In traditional Delaunay method, each primitive (curves, lines, etc.) is 
represented only by a point, such as middle point, as the input to graph construction. 
However, a long curve (line) in the original image may be near to several other primi-
tives either at its middle part or at the end parts due to its long prolongation, therefore, 
a connection should be built from this primitive to each of these nearby primitives. If 
this long primitive is replaced just by its middle point, only the connections to these 
primitives which are near to this middle point will be survived, which leads to 
connections loss. Besides this, some false connections will also be generated due to 
the loss of primitive extension information.  

To prevent the loss of primitive extension information, the following method is 
used in graph construction: 

(1) Sample a long primitive evenly into multiple points. 
(2) Adopt these sampled points as input to Delaunay tessellation. 
(3) Graph simplification. These graph nodes sampled from the same primitive are 

merged into one node, with their corresponding connections merged together. 

By this sampling strategy, a primitive is represented by multiple points evenly dis-
tributed along this curve (line), therefore, the relationship with other primitives which 
are near to this primitive either at the middle part or at the end parts is reserved.  
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3.2  Attribute Extraction 

Graph attributes play the key rule in characterizing the content of a engineering draw-
ing, where node attributes depict the appearance of the primitives, such as circular, 
straight, or angular, while edge attributes define the spatial relationship between these 
primitives, such as parallel, intersectant, and so on. 

In this paper, direction histogram is used to describe the appearance of each primi-
tive. To realize rotation invariance, Fourier transform is carried out with this histo-
gram and the coefficients of this transform are used as node attribute. 

Directed edge attributes are proposed to highlight the relationship between two 
straight line segments. Let 2L  be the line under processed, and 1L  its neighbor line, 

the relationship from 2L  to 1L  is defined by following components: 

��Relative angle α , say, the acute angle between 2L  and 1L . 

��Relative length rl : the length of 2L  divided by that of 1L . 

��Relative position rp , which describes the position of the intersection point.  

   If the intersection point of these two lines locates at 2L , as shown in figure 2.1 
and 2.2, this attribute is obtained through dividing the smaller length of line seg-
ment OD and OC by the larger one of them. Otherwise, it is calculated through 
dividing the length of OD by minus length of OC, as shown in figure 2.3. 

��Relative distance rd . It is defined as the length of the line segment connecting 
the middle points of these two lines, divided by the length of 2L . 

��Relative minimum distance rmd . It is defined as the minimum distance between 
these two lines, divided by the length of 2L . 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. Definition of relative position 

These attributes, which are scale and rotation invariant, can precisely define the 
spatial relationship between two lines. However, our final target is to get the relative 
relation between two arbitrary curves. For this purpose, the curves are first approxi-
mated into straight lines, then, calculate the attributes between these two straight lines 
with above concept, which are used as the spatial relationship of original curves. 

4  Graph Matching by Mean Field Theory 

Graph matching is in fact a correspondence determination process [7, 8, 11], where 
the nodes in the query graph are seen as a set of labels to label these nodes in another 
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graph. Many algorithms have been proposed in the literature to solve this problem [7-
11], such as mean field theory, relaxation labeling, genetic algorithm, etc. On the 
consideration of speed and performance, mean field theory is adopted in this paper for 
graph matching determination. 

Given two graphs Abaevg baa ,,1,),,( , �==  and IjiEVG jii ,,1,),,( , �== , 

where av  and iV  represent the nodes of these two graphs, while bae ,  and jiE ,  repre-

sent the directed edges of these two graphs, here, g  and G  are the abstraction graph 
corresponding to query drawing image and a database drawing image respectively.  

Graph matching can be defined as follows: Find the match matrix M  such that fol-
lowing cost function is minimized: 
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The former part of this cost function represents the cost to match graph edges, the 

later part corresponds to the cost to match graph nodes together. )(⋅Dis  represents the 

distance between two edges, while )(⋅′sDi  the distance between two nodes. 
With graph nodes and edges attributes described in section 3, the distance func-

tions in above formula are defined as follows: 
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where, },,,,{ },,,,,{ 2222211111 rmdrdrprlrmdrdrprl αα  are the attributes correspond-
ing to these two edges, see section 3 for details. Above distance function is in fact a 
weighted average of attribute components, where the contribution of each element is 
normalized to one, and equal weights are adopted. It should be noted that the edges 
are directed due to the directed attributes defined in section 3. 
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According to mean field theory, an iteration procedure is obtained to get the value 
of M: 
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In matching, the temperature T is decreased towards 0 as iteration goes. The un-
ambiguity of M  is achieved when oT → . The convergence is also controlled d by a 
quantity defined as: 

∑∑=
a i

iaM
A

Saturation 2
,

1

 
also called the ‘saturation’ of M . The iteration is terminated if the saturation value is 
larger than a predefined value, such as 0.95. 

5  Experiments 

At the beginning of this section, an example is used to demonstrate the whole process 
described above, see figure 3. Figure 3(a) and 3(d) are original query drawing and 
database drawing to be matched; Figure 3(b) and 3(e) shows the extracted primitives 
from these two drawings, where a filled rectangle is used to denote a primitive. Figure 

 

Fig. 3. Illustration of engineering drawings processing. (a) Query drawing; (b) Primitives ex-
tracted from (a); (c) Constructed graph of (a); (d) A database drawing; (e) Primitives extracted 
from (d); (f) Constructed graph of (d) 
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3(c) and 3(f) illustrate the graphs constructed. In figure 3(f) dark filled rectangles and 
thick lines are used respectively to denote the graph nodes and graph edges that are in 
correspondence with those of the query graph. 

In this initial experiment, a database containing 100 engineering drawing images is 
set up to evaluate the retrieval performance of the proposed method. These images, 
which correspond to different designs of washbowls, are manually classified into 
three categories according to their appearances. The numbers of images in each cate-
gory are 22, 22 and 56 respectively. The images in either first or second category are 
somewhat similar in that a common part can be found among them, however, the 
images in third category are distinct from each other. Figure 4 shows some represent-
ative images of each category. 
 

       
Fig. 4.1 

    
Fig. 4.2 

    
Fig. 4.3 

Fig. 4. Example drawings of the database (Fig. 4.1 First category, Fig. 4.2 Second category, 
Fig. 4.3 Third category) 

In the experiments, we generate totally 20 query images to evaluate the retrieval 
performance, with each 10 of them being similar to the common part of first and sec-
ond category respectively, and the average precision and recall values are obtained 
from these trails. Figure 5 shows an example of retrieval result, where the former 20 
images are displayed. In figure 5.2, rectangles are used to denote those parts in the 
database drawings that are similar to query one. The average precision and recall 
value are illustrated in figure 6. 

In former 22 retrieved images, which is the true number of each category, the aver-
age precision is about 56%, and the recall value is more than 80% in the former 50 
retrieved images. This retrieval can largely facilitate the designers in searching a spe-
cific previous drawing, thus saves the cost in designing a new product. All these ex-
periments are carried out at a P4-1.3G computer, and the average time used for once 
retrieval is 111.5 seconds, that is to say, the average time for matching one database 
engineering drawing with the query one is about 1.1 seconds. 
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Fig. 5.1    Fig. 5.2 

Fig. 5. An example of retrieval result (Fig. 5.1 Query image, Fig. 5.2 Retrieval result, with 
former 20 retrieved images shown) 

 

Fig. 6. Retrieval performance 

6  Conclusions 

In this paper, we present a practical graph matching based method for engineering 
drawings retrieval. By structural representation, the content as well as the spatial 
relationship of the engineering drawing are well described. While the reasonable 
primitives in an engineering drawing, say curves, straight lines, ellipses and so on, can 
be extracted by the merge-split process proposed in this paper. Thus, engineering 
drawings retrieval becomes a problem of comparing the structural representations, 
which can be implemented by graph matching. 

In this paper, it is assumed that all lines and curves in the object image are one-
pixel width in clean background. However, as a kind of method, the technique de-
scribed in this paper is not limited to such images only. By some pre-processing, such 
as de-noise, bar detection, etc, the rough primitives can be obtained from any kinds of 
engineering drawings. After this, above method can be used to form reasonable primi-
tives, build structural descriptions, and matching for retrieval. 
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